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Perfectly Optimized High-Purity Water Monitoring 

Multi-channel measuring device for applications in the 
pharmaceutical industry 

 

In the pharmaceutical industry, high-purity water i s the foundation of the 
majority of processes, even if it is only used for cleaning purposes. 
High-purity water can be produced using various met hods. The 
conductivity of the high-purity water is always an important quality 
factor here. Until recently, it was necessary to us e a separate transmitter 
for each conductivity measuring point. With multi-c hannel measuring 
devices, it is now possible to measure up to four c onductivity measuring 
points, depending on the application. In addition, even more parameters 
can be measured, such as pressure and temperature. 

The production of high-purity water is one of the most important processes in 
the pharmaceutical industry and there are various procedures on offer for its 
production. Reverse osmosis is the procedure used most widely today. 
Reverse osmosis uses the principle of osmosis. Water is pressed through a 
semi-permeable membrane against its osmotic pressure by a corresponding 
higher pressure, isolating it from the ions and mineral compounds present in 
the water. Regular process and quality checks are necessary here for quality 
assurance purposes, as these are essential for a consistently high product 
quality.  

The quality of high-purity water (ultra-pure water, purified water, water for 
injection, etc.) is described in standards and recommendations, for example 
from ASTM International (originally The American Society for Testing and 
Materials), in the Pharmacopoea Europaea (Ph. Eur.), the United States 
Pharmacopeia (USP), and in DIN or ISO standards. High-purity water is water 
in its purest form, that is, without any form of contamination: the conductivity 
value of this water must be less than 1 μS/cm (at 25 °C). 

Conductivity measurements are regarded as the safest and most reliable 
method for quality control of high-purity water. The high-quality JUMO tecLine 
CR conductivity measuring cell in stainless steel is the ideal solution for this. 

There are two variants available – with the cell constants K = 0.01 and 0.1. 
The version with K = 0.01 covers a measuring range of 0.05 to 10 μS/cm. It is 
therefore well-suited for use in the fields of pure and high-purity water. By 
shortening the active measurement electrodes, JUMO tecLine CR conductivity 
measuring cells even enable installation with smaller pipe diameters and 
sample volumes.  
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The parts of the JUMO tecLine CR coming into contact with the medium are 
made from electropolished stainless steel 1.4435 (316L). Acceptance test 
certificates according to EN 10204 3.1 and roughness certificates (better than 
0.8 µm according to the Ph. Eur. and ASTM International) can be provided for 
these parts. The seals and synthetic materials used correspond to the 
requirements of the FDA and are physiologically harmless. The cell constants 
can be measured and approved with an ASTM test certificate. This is 
particularly significant for pharmaceutical water systems. 

Until now, it has been necessary to use a separate transmitter for each 
employed sensor to monitor reverse osmosis and high-purity water. The 
process was then controlled using a controller and the data logged with a 
recorder. Depending on the size of the plant, several controllers may have 
been required.  

The new JUMO AQUIS touch S modular multi-channel measuring device is 
ideally suited for use in reverse osmosis plants. Not only can the device 
simultaneously measure the different analysis parameters such as 
conductivity and reduction potential, it can also measure additional 
measurands such as temperature, pressure, and flow. 

The JUMO AQUIS touch S provides four independent control circuits with the 
JUMO control algorithm for P, Pi, PD, and PID control. It is thus possible to 
measure and control the four most important measurands of conductivity, 
pressure, temperature, and flow. The integrated recording function also 
provides the user with the opportunity to record the controlled data, protect it 
from falsification, and transfer it via an interface to a higher system. Here, a 
maximum of two groups with up to four analog values and three binary signals 
can be recorded. With the help of the JUMO PCC and JUMO PCA software 
packages, the data is transferred to a database and can then be evaluated in 
a graph or a spreadsheet. It is also possible to export data to other 
spreadsheet programs and import the reports in user-defined forms.  

The presentation of the process of high-purity water production as a process 
image in the device ensures that the user always receives the process 
displayed on-site, with the current measured values. If the JUMO AQUIS 
touch S is integrated into an LAN network, remote control of the plant is also 
possible using a Web server function. Graduated user control protects the 
device from inappropriate use in each individual level.  

The user can quickly click through the individual presentations with the user-
friendly touchscreen. Fixed signals such as the calibration timers or alarms are 
displayed clearly on the screen and can also be sent via e-mail or text 
message.  
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The design of the device not only enables integration into an existing system 
with a central PLC, but also use as an independent measurement and control 
device, such as for small isolated applications.  

 

Reduced effort – safer process 

By using the JUMO AQUIS touch S multi-channel measuring device in a 
reverse osmosis plant, the signals from up to four analysis sensors, such as 
the JUMO tecLine CR conductivity sensor in combination with reduction value 
sensors and pressure sensors can be measured, displayed, recorded, and 
controlled as process parameters. The benefits here are clear to see: all 
measurands can be seen at a glance and the measured values for the 
documentation are saved and protected from external interference. The all-
inclusive concept means low requirements for space, installation, and wiring.  
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